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Abstract

Background
Lower urinary tract symptoms (LUTS) are common in older men and impact considerably on their 
quality of life. Management can be complex, and although most LUTS could be treated effectively in 
primary care, referrals to urology outpatients are increasing. The experiences of General 
Practitioners (GPs) and patients relating to the management of LUTS have not yet been fully 
explored.

Aim
To explore GPs’ experiences of managing LUTS, together with patients’ experiences of and 
preferences for treatment in primary care. 

Design and setting
Qualitative telephone interviews with GPs and male patients presenting to primary care with 
bothersome LUTS. 

Method
Eleven GPs and 25 male patients were purposively sampled from 20 GP practices in 3 UK regions. 
Interviews were conducted between May 2018 and January 2019 and analysed using a framework 
approach. 

Results
Difficulty establishing causes and differentiating between prostate and bladder symptoms were key 
challenges to the diagnosis of LUTS in primary care, making treatment often a process of trial and 
error. Pharmacological treatments were commonly ineffective and often caused side-effects. 
Despite this, patients were generally satisfied with GP consultations and expressed a preference for 
treatment in primary care.

Conclusion
Managing LUTS in primary care is a more accessible option for patients. Given the challenges of LUTS 
diagnosis, an effective diagnostic tool for use by GPs would be beneficial. Ensuring bothersome LUTS 
are not dismissed as a normal part of ageing is essential in improving patients’ quality of life. Greater 
exploration of the role of non-pharmacological treatments is needed. 

Keywords
Lower urinary tract symptoms; primary health care; urology.

How this fits in
Lower urinary tract symptoms (LUTS) in men can usually be treated effectively in primary care; 
however referrals to urology services are increasing. This study explores in detail the experiences of 
GPs and patients in relation to the management of LUTS in primary care. Difficulty establishing 
causes and differentiating symptoms were identified as key challenges; therefore treatment was 
often a process of trial and error, and no patient’s symptoms were completely resolved. A diagnostic 
tool for use by GPs, together with greater exploration of non-pharmacological treatment 
approaches, could support effective management of LUTS in primary care settings. 
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1 INTRODUCTION
2 It is estimated that 44.1% of men aged 20 and over worldwide are affected by one or more lower 
3 urinary tract symptom(s) (LUTS), a proportion projected to increase as the population ages.1 LUTS 
4 are associated with increased rates of anxiety and depression,2 and impact on work productivity, 
5 sexual enjoyment and overall health.3 Despite this, only a minority of men with LUTS consult their 
6 General Practitioner (GP) about their symptoms,4,5 and even fewer receive treatment.6,7 
7 The frequent comorbidity of male LUTS with prostatic disease, together with a commonly 
8 multifactorial aetiology,8 means diagnosis and management can be complex. In addition, GPs 
9 encounter new presentations of LUTS relatively infrequently, limiting their opportunity to develop 

10 expertise in this area. Therefore, although most men presenting with LUTS could be treated 
11 effectively in primary care,9 GPs may not be confident in their diagnosis and treatment, resulting in 
12 potentially avoidable referrals to urology specialists. To address clinical uncertainty and variations in 
13 practice, in 2010 the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) published guidance 
14 (revised 2015) on the assessment and management of male LUTS in primary care.10 The guidance 
15 indicates that men with uncomplicated LUTS should be referred to a specialist only where LUTS are 
16 bothersome, and after conservative management and drug treatment have been found ineffective. 

17 10 However, incident referrals to UK urology outpatients for men aged 16 and over increased by 
18 around 20% from 2014/15 to 2018/19.11,12 
19 Research relating to outcomes for patients with LUTS has tended to focus on comparison of 
20 specific interventions rather than patient satisfaction with their care as a whole, an area that has 
21 been little explored.13 Limited evidence indicates that treatment is frequently ineffective from a 
22 patient perspective. For example, in one observational study of males being treated for LUTS in 
23 primary care,14 around half of men reported unsatisfactory outcomes, such as persisting or 
24 worsening symptoms. A qualitative interview study also found that most participants experienced no 
25 or only partial relief of their LUTS after consulting a clinician, although they generally reported 
26 satisfaction with the care they received. 13 
27 Despite the challenges of managing LUTS in primary care, little research has explored in 
28 depth the perspectives of GPs themselves or investigated the experiences of patients. This 
29 qualitative interview study aimed to explore GPs’ experiences of diagnosing and managing LUTS, 
30 together with patients’ experiences of and preferences for treatment of LUTS in primary care.
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31 METHOD
32 Study design and setting
33 Telephone interviews were conducted with GPs and patients from GP practices involved in the 
34 PriMUS study15 across three UK regions: Newcastle upon Tyne, Bristol and South Wales. PriMUS 
35 (Primary care Management of lower Urinary tract Symptoms in men: development and validation of 
36 a diagnostic and clinical decision support tool) is a prospective diagnostic accuracy study aimed at 
37 developing a decision tool to help GPs more accurately diagnose and manage male LUTS. PriMUS 
38 participants are men aged 16 years and over presenting to their GP with a complaint of one or more 
39 bothersome LUTS, including those receiving treatment (see the PriMUS study protocol15 for full 
40 inclusion and exclusion criteria). PriMUS participants receive a series of index tests and invasive 
41 urodynamics, conducted in primary care settings by trained research nurses. Ethical approval for the 
42 study was granted by Wales Research Ethics Committee 6 (reference 17/WA/0155).
43
44 Sampling and recruitment
45 A purposive sampling strategy was used to ensure representation of patients and GPs from the three 
46 study regions, and to include patients who opted not to take part in the main PriMUS study, in 
47 addition to main study participants. 
48 Patients participating in the main PriMUS study were invited to take part via telephone or 
49 email, while those who chose not to participate in the main study were given brief information 
50 about the interview study by the recruiting clinician. If they expressed an interest in the interview 
51 study, patients were provided with an information sheet, a prepaid envelope and a consent form 
52 which they were asked to return to the qualitative researcher (SM) if they wished to take part. 
53 Patients were contacted by SM after they had undergone all PriMUS study procedures or had 
54 decided not to take part in the main study, and the interview was arranged at a mutually convenient 
55 time. A £10 voucher was offered to patient participants to thank them for their participation.
56 GPs involved in the PriMUS study were invited via email to take part in an interview. If they 
57 agreed to take part after reading the study information sheet, an interview was arranged with SM at 
58 a mutually convenient time. Informed consent was obtained verbally at the start of each interview 
59 and was audio recorded. 
60
61 Data collection
62 Semi-structured interview topic guides were developed specifically to address the aims of the study, 
63 drafted by the study qualitative researchers (NJW and SM) and revised following feedback from 
64 clinicians and patient representatives on the PriMUS study management group. Patient interview 
65 topic guides aimed to explore patients’ experiences of LUTS, their decision to visit the GP about their 
66 symptoms, satisfaction with treatment, preferences for treatment in primary versus secondary care, 
67 and preferences for involvement in treatment decisions. GP interview topic guides aimed to explore 
68 experiences of identifying causes and treatment options, and managing LUTS in general practice. GP 
69 interviews were designed to be relatively brief to encourage participation. 
70 Interviews were conducted from May 2018 to January 2019. All GP interviews and most 
71 patient interviews were conducted by SM, a qualitative researcher experienced in health research. A 
72 sample of patient interviews was conducted by medical students (EC, RH and FM), supervised by SM. 
73 The interviewers were previously unknown to participants and had no specialist clinical knowledge 
74 of LUTS. Interviews were audio-recorded with the permission of participants and transcribed 
75 verbatim. Data collection continued until no new themes emerged from the data. 
76
77 Data analysis
78 Framework analysis was used.16 All interview transcripts were read by SM, who developed a coding 
79 framework based on emerging themes and topics covered in the interview guides. NVivo 11 was 
80 used to organise the data into the themes identified in the framework. Ten percent of interview 
81 transcripts was independently coded by a second qualitative researcher (NJW) to ensure consistency 
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82 in the way the codes were applied. SM then compiled separate tables for GPs and patients, to 
83 summarise the experience of each interview respondent in relation to each of the identified themes. 
84 SM and NJW met to discuss these data tables and identify and agree on key themes in relation to the 
85 research aim.  
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86 RESULTS
87 Twenty-five male patients and 11 GPs from 20 GP practices across Newcastle upon Tyne, South 
88 Wales and Bristol participated in interviews (see Table 1). Patients were aged between 48 and 85 
89 years (mean 67). By the six-month follow-up point of the PriMUS study, one interviewed patient had 
90 been referred to secondary care for further investigation and subsequent treatment. GP interviews 
91 lasted between 10 and 22 minutes (mean 16.6); patient interviews lasted between 8 and 44 minutes 
92 (mean 23.0). 
93 Interview data were organised into four main themes: unresolved symptoms, preference for 
94 primary care, satisfaction with involvement in decision-making, and challenges of managing LUTS in 
95 primary care. Quotes in this section are labelled with each participant’s unique identification 
96 number, prefaced by ‘P’ for patients and ‘GP’ for GPs. 
97
98 [Insert Table 1 here]
99

100 Unresolved symptoms
101 None of the patients interviewed reported that their symptoms had been fully resolved following 
102 their visit/s to the GP. Most had received no treatment for their LUTS (treatment here refers to 
103 prescribed medication as opposed to lifestyle advice or watchful waiting). While in some cases this 
104 was because tests were still in progress, for other patients tests had been completed and no course 
105 of treatment had been prescribed. Patients believed this was because nothing could be done or 
106 because symptoms were normal for their age. Despite ongoing symptoms, some expressed 
107 satisfaction with GP consultations, as they had been reassured that there was no serious underlying 
108 cause such as prostate cancer. 
109
110 ‘[When my symptoms] first started happening obviously you read about things… the cancer thing… I 
111 was worried about that, and I went to see the doctor. And he took the blood tests… and everything, 
112 which came back okay, you know. So… that’s a relief, takes a lot off my mind… I just accept the fact 
113 now it’s part of growing older I suppose.’ [P 2015]
114
115 ‘It seems there was nothing [the doctor] could have done, I don’t think. Because I’m not on any 
116 treatment, he didn’t give me anything for it.’ [P 3103]
117
118 Of those who had received treatment for their LUTS, some said this had no effect, while others 
119 reported that it had made some difference but not completely resolved bothersome symptoms.
120
121 ‘I took [tablets] for 12 months, and I saw no difference whatsoever, so I stopped taking them.’ [P 
122 1002]
123
124 ‘I had to get up about five or six times a night… it was really getting me down… They changed my 
125 medication to… Tamsulosin… and it, it just sort of keeps me down to about three times a night but 
126 it’s still at least three times a night.’ [P 1023]
127
128 Intolerable side-effects of medication were reported, which had led in most cases where they 
129 occurred to treatment being discontinued or substituted. Several patients had tried multiple 
130 treatment options.
131
132 ‘[The doctor] gave me some tablets, because of the frequency of getting up in the night. But I… 
133 wasn’t very good with those, they swelled my ankles and I felt a bit dizzy with them. So I said to him, 
134 “I’m not taking them because I’m not very happy with it.”… So I’ve just put up with it, more or less. I 
135 kind of control it by not drinking. Which is not the best thing to do, of course, because you get 
136 dehydrated’. [P 3133]
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137
138 ‘I have had quite a difficult time with the tablets I was originally given… it knocked me for six, I never 
139 felt so awful taking a tablet that was supposed to help… I have been given some others, but I had to 
140 come off them, because I was so muzzy headed, weak…’ [P 202]
141
142 Some patients were dissatisfied with the way their LUTS had been managed, due to the feeling that 
143 their symptoms had not been adequately explained or treated. 
144
145 ‘[The doctor] gave me some tablets… and I tried them… they give me a lot of nightmares and one 
146 thing and another. So I went back to [the doctors] and… he gave me the name of some herbal 
147 remedy to try and he said it’s sort of due to my age… Which I was a bit disappointed about… I’m only 
148 fifty-six… so it’s not exactly old.’ [P 3110]
149
150 Patients did not all feel that their LUTS had been thoroughly examined and appreciated the 
151 opportunity to have a thorough diagnostic test as part of the PriMUS study.
152
153 Preference for primary care
154 Patients expressed a preference for having their LUTS treated in primary rather than secondary care. 
155 This tended to be because visiting the GP was more convenient, either due to the locality of the GP 
156 practice or shorter waiting times.  
157
158 ‘You go to the doctors, you can see the doctor the same day or the next day. You go to the hospital… 
159 you are going to wait for hours on end, because they are so busy. I wouldn’t go to the hospital unless 
160 I felt I had a serious condition, that my GP would have referred me to the hospital [for] anyway.’ [P 
161 1002]
162
163 Patients also commented that they felt more comfortable at their GP surgery as staff were familiar 
164 and knew their history. This meant they were more relaxed about having potentially invasive tests. 
165 Some emphasised that they felt completely confident in their GP to provide their care.
166
167 ‘For me, going to my GP makes it so much easier because he knows my history. Whereas in a hospital 
168 you start again… and then you get passed on to someone else and it just goes on and on and on… 
169 [my doctor] sort of remembered me, so that was so much easier than being with another, you know, 
170 strange doctor.’ [P 2002]
171
172 ‘You feel comfortable [at the GP practice], it’s a more comfortable surrounding and all. You just go in 
173 there just in the room, one, one person you know… I would be totally confident in [my GP to run the 
174 tests that were done in hospital]. Everything that was done there, if it could be done at the GPs it 
175 would be brilliant.’ [P 2015]
176
177 Patients generally felt there would be no benefit in attending hospital for the diagnosis and 
178 treatment of their LUTS. They believed secondary care would only be useful in certain 
179 circumstances, for example if specialist advice or equipment were needed, for invasive and complex 
180 procedures, or in an emergency.
181
182 ‘I suppose in a hospital, you’re more likely to get specialist advice… [But going to hospital is] 
183 something to be endured, it’s not really somewhere you want to go is it?’ [P 2004]
184
185 Satisfaction with involvement in decision-making
186 Patients stated they would be more likely to adhere to recommended treatment for their LUTS if 
187 they felt involved in decision-making. Levels of involvement varied, with some patients following 
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188 doctors’ recommendations, others being informed of the reasons for their treatment, and others 
189 fully involved in decision-making. Despite this variation, all were satisfied with their level of 
190 involvement. 
191
192 ‘I think the more you understand… why the treatment is there, what it’s aiming to do, I think it’s 
193 easier to stick to it… In fairness… all the treatment I’ve had over the years, I’ve always felt my doctors 
194 have said, look this is why we’re doing this… so I’ve always felt that I’ve been kept informed.’ [P 
195 1058]
196
197 Some patients reported that they would prefer treatment decisions to be made solely by their 
198 doctor, although it was acknowledged that the decision as to whether to proceed with medication 
199 was their own.
200
201 ‘I was quite happy for [my GP] to just organise it all and get on with it.’ [P 2001]
202
203 ‘The way I see it, the doctors, they’re the professionals. So basically, you go along with their advice… 
204 I’d always listen to what they say, but at the end of the day the decision’s with yourself isn’t it, you 
205 know. But I always take, try to take advice.’ [P 2015]
206
207 Challenges of managing LUTS in primary care
208 Challenges identified by GPs could be separated into those relating to diagnosis and those relating to 
209 treatment (see Figure 1). 
210
211 [Insert Figure 1 here]
212
213 In terms of diagnosis, a key challenge was that the cause of LUTS can be multifactorial, and therefore 
214 difficult to establish. Compounding this, GPs reported that patients often present with mixed 
215 symptoms (i.e. both voiding and storage symptoms), making treatment decisions more complex. It 
216 was acknowledged that GPs may be less likely to identify uncommon causes of LUTS, such as 
217 urethral stricture. Diagnoses tended to be largely based on patient history, due to a lack of 
218 diagnostic tools available in primary care. However, reliance on patient reporting could be 
219 problematic, for example with difficulties obtaining accurate reports of patients’ fluid intake. 
220
221 ‘The cause of lower tract infections can be multifactorial… that is one of the challenges, so [are 
222 symptoms] due to increased fluid intake, is it due to caffeine? You do have to take quite a detailed 
223 history and sometimes patients don’t think about [what contains caffeine] or, you know, “I don’t 
224 really drink”, [but they have] two glasses of whisky at night time’. [GP 401]
225
226 ‘Sometimes you meet men where it’s very clear what the cause of their LUTS is, but in the majority 
227 it’s, it comes across as a mixed picture of urgency symptoms, voiding symptoms and you know, that 
228 can be difficult, and what you end up often doing is picking what you think is most likely and trying a 
229 treatment and then reviewing the patient’. [GP 502]
230
231 GPs highlighted the difficulty of differentiating between prostate and bladder symptoms in order to 
232 eliminate the possibility of prostate cancer. Greater awareness amongst patients due to public 
233 health campaigns meant this was a particular concern and often the reason patients in this study 
234 decided to visit their GP. As LUTS are common amongst older men, it was considered that increased 
235 awareness of prostate cancer symptoms may result in undue concern. 
236
237 ‘A good thing is greater awareness [of] prostate cancer of course… but it can come with problems as 
238 well, because… the majority of men are going to have lower urinary tract symptoms at some point in 
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239 their life, especially as they get older, and then I suppose a lot of men in that situation, their main 
240 concern is prostate cancer. So… if there was a really good prostate screening tool… that would be 
241 really helpful’. [GP 405]
242
243 Due to difficulties diagnosing LUTS, treatment was described as a process of trial and error. A lack of 
244 guidance on treatment options was reported, resulting in uncertainty particularly where symptoms 
245 were mixed. 
246
247 ‘It is a bit of a stab in the dark very often… you kind of take [the patient’s] history and you try some 
248 drugs, and you try some other drugs.’ [GP 604]
249
250 ‘I think sometimes it is just trying a few different medications and seeing which helps… It’s not exact 
251 science… we try trial and error’. [GP 401]
252
253 GPs identified that available treatments for LUTS were often ineffective, and expressed concerns 
254 about the possibility of side-effects, particularly for older patients. As reported by patients, this 
255 resulted in medication being discontinued in some cases and LUTS remaining untreated. GPs 
256 suggested the less harmful alternative of non-pharmacological approaches was not always 
257 considered.
258
259 ‘The treatments I must say aren’t the best, certainly we have quite a lot of unsuccessful… medication 
260 trials. Now whether that’s due to patient compliance, side-effects or, you know, the expectations. So 
261 we are often changing medications over to an alternative one, and sometimes we just give up in the 
262 end’. [GP 403]
263
264 ‘I guess the problem… is particularly in elderly men, a lot of these treatments have side-effects… 
265 there’s lots of other non-pharmacological treatments… to give the patient that might be safer and 
266 more effective for them’. [GP 502]
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267 DISCUSSION
268 Summary
269 The mixed symptomatology and multifactorial causes of LUTS made differentiating symptoms 
270 (including ruling out the possibility of cancer) and deciding on an appropriate course of treatment 
271 challenging for GPs. Therefore, treating LUTS was a process of trial and error, with some patients 
272 receiving multiple treatments. None of the patients interviewed felt their symptoms had been fully 
273 resolved. This appeared to be due to a range of factors, including difficulty in establishing the causes 
274 of LUTS, and GPs were particularly concerned about relative ineffectiveness of pharmacological 
275 treatments for LUTS and the possibility of side-effects, particularly for older patients. Patients 
276 themselves reported intolerable side-effects of medication, which had led to the cessation of 
277 treatment in some cases. GPs suggested that non-pharmacological approaches to the treatment of 
278 LUTS should be given greater consideration.
279 GPs and patients highlighted that men presenting with LUTS were often seeking reassurance 
280 that their symptoms were not an indication of prostate cancer, due to increased public awareness of 
281 the disease. Patients who attended the GP for this reason appeared to be satisfied with their 
282 consultations despite their LUTS not being effectively treated. GPs emphasised the difficulty of 
283 differentiating between prostate and bladder symptoms in order to eliminate this possibility. 
284 Patients reported that they would prefer their symptoms to be managed in primary care 
285 where possible, citing the convenience of greater accessibility and shorter waiting times, together 
286 with confidence in clinicians familiar with their history. Patients’ preferences for involvement in 
287 decisions about their treatment varied, with most wanting to be involved in decision-making, while 
288 some preferred decisions to be made by their GPs. 
289
290 Strengths and limitations
291 The key strength of this study is the inclusion of the perspectives of both patients and GPs, enabling 
292 an in-depth examination of the management of LUTS in primary care. Interviewees represented 
293 three diverse regions of the UK, enhancing the generalisability of findings. 
294 A further strength is the collaborative development of the research by researchers, clinicians 
295 and patient representatives on the study management group. This helped to ensure participant-
296 facing materials were appropriate and that the interview topic guides encompassed issues 
297 considered important by key stakeholders.
298 Although GP interviews were brief, the research aim was tightly focused, and participants 
299 had highly specific experience in relation to the topic being explored; these factors enable 
300 information power to be achieved with a smaller sample.17 Consistent with evidence on thematic 
301 saturation,18 most key themes were present within the first three GP interviews.  
302 All GPs interviewed were based in research-active practices that had opted to take part in a 
303 study focusing on the diagnosis of LUTS, and therefore may not be representative of primary care 
304 settings across the UK. Nevertheless, a number of key challenges in the management of LUTS were 
305 identified which have implications for practice in general.
306 GP interviews were conducted by a non-clinical researcher; this provided an independent 
307 perspective but may also have affected the way in which they discussed challenges in their practice.       
308
309 Comparison with existing literature
310 To the best of our knowledge, no studies have previously explored in depth the perspectives of GPs 
311 in relation to the management of LUTS. This study has enabled the identification of key challenges in 
312 diagnosing and treating LUTS in primary care. Consistent with research highlighting the complexity of 
313 diagnosing male LUTS,8 GPs reported that difficulty differentiating symptoms and considering 
314 multifactorial causes made it challenging to decide on an appropriate treatment. 
315 Our findings build on limited research into patient satisfaction with the management of LUTS 
316 in primary care. In line with previous studies,13,14 patients reported that their symptoms had not 
317 been fully resolved. Contrary to research demonstrating the general efficacy of LUTS medication,19 
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318 GPs and patients in this study suggested treatments were not fully effective. Yet, as previously 
319 found,13 patients were generally satisfied with their care. Further exploration of this apparent 
320 contradiction revealed that patients were commonly concerned their symptoms could be indicative 
321 of prostate cancer and were therefore satisfied with the reassurance provided by their GP despite 
322 their LUTS not being treated effectively. Public health campaigns had raised awareness of prostate 
323 cancer, but had also had the effect of increasing potentially undue concern amongst patients. 
324 Research suggests that surveillance for (over)diagnosed prostate cancer can have negative 
325 psychological consequences such as feelings of uncertainty and powerlessness. 20   
326 Consistent with existing findings,6 over half of patients in this study had received no prior 
327 treatment for their LUTS. As reported previously,13 patients perceived this to be because their 
328 symptoms were age-related. Concerns expressed by GPs relating to effectiveness of treatments for 
329 LUTS and the high incidence of side-effects in older men may also partially explain the lack of 
330 treatment prescribed in some cases. 
331 This is the first reported study to examine patient preferences for management of LUTS. 
332 Studies relating to other health conditions have reported mixed findings regarding preferences for 
333 primary or secondary care. For example, cancer survivors tend to prefer specialist follow-up,21-23 
334 while limited research indicates that patients with mental illness may prefer to access their own GP 
335 practice.24,25 A survey relating to epilepsy services found that while younger patients and those with 
336 severe epilepsy preferred secondary care, older patients preferred to receive care from their GP.26 
337 Patients in this study, who tended to be older (mean age 67 years), expressed a strong preference 
338 for having their LUTS treated in primary care. Their reasoning aligned with the three types of 
339 continuity of care proposed by Reid et al27: informational continuity (GPs had access to a holistic 
340 clinical record system), relational continuity (they had confidence in their GP and felt more 
341 comfortable with familiar staff and surroundings) and management continuity (they could access 
342 timely and convenient care via their GP practice). 
343
344 Implications for research and practice
345 Our findings emphasise the importance of LUTS being managed in primary care where possible, as in 
346 addition to cost savings and reduced waiting times, this is a more accessible option for patients, who 
347 tend to be more comfortable and confident being treated by familiar clinicians. To address the 
348 identified challenges of managing LUTS in primary care, prostate cancer risk management28 or LUTS 
349 diagnostic tools would be helpful. It appears that bothersome LUTS are in some cases dismissed as a 
350 normal part of the ageing process; ensuring that such symptoms are managed well is essential to 
351 enhance patients’ quality of life. Further research could explore how the belief that symptoms are 
352 age-related impacts on treatment expectations amongst patients, and the role of co-morbidity and 
353 polypharmacy in influencing readiness to seek medical help for these symptoms.    
354 Considering the reported lack of effectiveness and intolerable side-effects of some LUTS 
355 medication, greater exploration of non-pharmacological treatment would be beneficial. A study of 
356 urology outpatients29 has shown promising results for the effectiveness of sessions promoting the 
357 self-management of LUTS; however, the authors suggest a large randomised controlled trial is 
358 needed to confirm findings.    
359 Patients in this study indicated a strong preference for their symptoms to be managed in 
360 primary care. Given that preference for primary versus secondary care appears to vary between 
361 different patient groups,21-26 it would be interesting to further explore the effect of patient 
362 characteristics on treatment preferences. 
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Table 1. Participant characteristics

Characteristics N

Patients (n=25)

Participant in main study
Yes 22
No 3

Geographical region
Newcastle upon Tyne 10
South Wales 9
Bristol 6

Age group, years1

46-55 3
56-65 6
66-75 8
76-85 5

IPSS1 
1-7 (Mild) 3
8-19 (Moderate) 12
20-35 (Severe) 7

GPs (n=11)

Sex
Male 7
Female 4

Geographical region
Newcastle upon Tyne 5
South Wales 4
Bristol 2

Years on GP register
0-5 3
6-10 4
11 or more 4

IPSS = International Prostate Symptom 
Score

  Age and IPSS data were not recorded 
for patients who did not participate in 
the main PriMUS study.
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Figure 1. Challenges of managing LUTS in primary care
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